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differ in other ways; for instance, "The Replacement" is a cryptic narrative (with 
characters, dialogue, and duration), strikingly unlike its immediate predecessor. "In the 
Corridors of the Métro" (1959), another series, in which die three parts are numbered 
in the Minuit ed. (I, "The Escalator"; II, "A Corridor"; III, "Behind the Automatic 
Door"), appears to be a carefully designed and meaningful unit. "Scene" (1955), a 
description of a single actor's "performance" on a stage, is meant, I think, to be a 
perfect enigma, and perhaps best of all illustrates what Professor Hubert may have in 
mind when she speaks of "fragmentation," "discontinuity," and the "void" (p. 10). 
"The Shore" (1956) is a very different matter: it is a study of non-progressive "move-
ment" and is also Robbe-Grillet's most lovely piece of prose, a prose-poem in my estima-
tion (see "Microtexts," p. 15). But most important of all are "The Way Back" 
(1954) and "The Secret Room" (1962), complex and brilliantly executed experiments 
illustrating Robbe-Grillet's preoccupation with both time and description. In brief, by 
no means is Snapshots merely a collection of static "photographs." Robbe-Grillet certainly 
admits movement and time into some of his texts, but in ingenious ways he also 
attempts to avoid a completed process in a temporal continuum, and thus to achieve 
what, m For a New Novel, he calls "instantaneity." Finally, a number of Robbe-Grillet's 
explanations in For a New Novel are helpful glosses on Snapshots (for instance, see 
pp. 86-87, 148, 155). 
Daniel P. Deneau 
Mobile, Alabama 
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